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Conclusion
The categories that we assumed were there in our ad hoc

analysis actually emerged from the algorithm. Even better,

a category we were unsure about at first became more

clear: tracker error. Given data sets, we now have an

automated categorization system that will help us identify

which cells have more directed transport and which cells

have more diffusive transport.

More Difficult Ad Hoc Path Categorizations

Introduction to Single Particle Tracking
In contrast to in vitro particle tracking experiments, wherein

there are great controls on particle and environmental

homogeneity, live cell (in vivo) tracking features tremendous

diversity in particle movement. Determining what types and

relative proportions of particle movement exist within a cell

is important in determining whether heterogeneity in

intracellular transport among cells has a genetic basis or if

transport properties vary within each cell over its lifetime.

Objective: Develop a dashboard of statistics to categorize

disparate behavior in heterogeneous populations.

A Combination of Statistical Measures Can Distinguish 

Between Movement Types

Easy Ad Hoc Path Categorizations
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Deff - used maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) on

increment processes

ACmajor and ACminor - correlation values for consecutive

increments

Determining Major and Minor Axes

• Projected points onto lines at angles

between 0 and π

• Found the long direction (line at angle Θ

with greatest range of points)

• This axis is major direction

• Transverse axis is minor direction

• Take the extent (standard deviation) for

both directions (SDmajor , SDminor)

Anchor Estimation

• Projected start and end point

onto major axis to create a

fictional moving anchor

• Computed distance to anchor

and took the average for each

path (δanchor)

K-means clustering - an unsupervised machine learning

algorithm, partitions the data into k clusters in a way that

minimizes data variation
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Data was generated in

the Payne lab, using

fluorescence

microscopy with COOH

modified polystyrene

nanoparticles in HeLa

(model human) cells.
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Titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles (NPs) are used as

white pigments in consumer products. Previous work in the

Payne lab has shown rapid internalization of TiO2 NPs into

enlarged lysosomes (3-5 µm).2 We apply this dashboard to

better understand movement of enlarged lysosomes relative

to standard lysosomes in A549 (human lung) cells.

Internalization of TiO2 NPs incubated with TiO2 NPs (800 mg/mL, T-25 flasks)
observed by TEM.2 A. A549 cells were Cold-binding (4°C for 10 min) B. 1 hour

incubation at 37°C C. 24 hour incubation at 37°C
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